
 



Scene __1__ of 6 
Description: Dylan is walking down the hallway and hears his 
name called. He looks around and can’t seem to find who 
called out to him. Out of nowhere he is punched in the 
stomached by the school bully. 

Audio: 

Students chattering is hallway and the sound of Dylan getting 
punched being 

 

Dialogue: *Dylan gets punched and starts coughing * 

DYLAN: *cough* What the hell! 

SCHOOL BULLY: *laughter* Idiot! 
 

Effects:  

 
Transition: Dylan walk out of the school holding his stomach 
in pain. 
 
 
LS / MS / CU: medium shot 
 
 
Notes: 

Scene ____ of 6 
Description: Dylan enters the front door of his home and goes 
straight to his room and lays on his bed. His father walks into 
the room clearly drunk with a half empty bottle of beer in his 
hand. Dylan’s father then starts to beat Dylan in the face giving 
him a black eye. Father leaves the room. Dylan starts crying 
and screams into pillow. 

Audio: television playing a commercial and loud pounding 
sounds 

 

Dialogue:  

DYLAN: *Sigh* 

*Door creaks open*  
FATHER: Hey yah son! 

DYLAN: Hello FATHER 

Father starts punching DYLAN in the face and cries in a 
sorrowful voice 

Father: If you were never born, your mother would still be 
alive. 

FATHER leaves the room 

DYLAN starts to cry and yells into pillow 

DYLAN: *muffled screams* WHY! 

Effects: 

Scene ____ of 6 
Description: Dylan is walking to school the next morning 
and finds a camera on the curb of a sidewalk. Dylan tries to 
turn on the camera to see if it works. It doesn’t turn on the 
first time, so Dylan smacks the side of it, and it turns on. 
Dylan takes a picture of a garbage can and is surprised to see 
that it has disappeared. He starts taking pictures of brows 
around him and they also disappear. Dylan starts laughing in 
excitement, and heads to school with a smirk on his face. 

 
 

Audio: cars driving by every 7 seconds 

 

Dialogue:  

DYLAN: *Laughs in excitement*  
 

Effects: 

 
Transition: Dylan walks out of frame and heads to school 

 

 
 LS / MS / CU: Medium shot to close shot to Dylan laughing 

 

 
Notes: 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Transition: cuts into next scene: Cuts to next scene 

 

 
 LS / MS / CU: Medium to close shot to Dylan when crying 

 
Notes: 



 

 

 



Scene ____ of 6 
Description: Dylan walks into the entrance and gets 
confronted by the school bully. The bully starts pushing him 
around and Dylan gets enraged and pulls out the camera and 
takes a picture of the bully’s arm. The bully’s arm disappears 
and screams in pain while pressing against the stub where his 
arm used to be. Dylan mocks the bully stating that he is an 
“idiot”. The bully tries to run away and trips on his own feet. 
Dylan Then takes a picture of his other arm and the bully 
screams even louder. Tears start to run down the bully’s face 
while Dylan is laughing on top of him. The police arrive to the 
school and chase after Dylan. 
 

Audio: Children screaming and loud footsteps from the others 
running away. 

 

Dialogue: SCHOOL BULLY: *chuckling while punching 
Dylan* Idiot! 

Dylan: *In an enraged voice* Stop! 

 
 

Effects:  Red and blue lights from the police cars 

 
Transition: Dylan runs away from the police and it cuts to the 
next scene 

 

 
LS / MS / CU: medium shot 

 

Scene ____ of 6 
Description: The Police tackle Dylan and he drops his camera. 
The police handcuff Dylan and put him into the police car. 
Dylan tries to resist but then gets tased by one of the officers 
and passes out. 
 

Audio: police sirens 

 

Dialogue: POLICE: *In an angry voice* Stop! 

DYLAN: *grunts while getting tackled* 

POLICE: You’re under arrest! 

 

 

Effects: Red and blue lights from the police cars 

 
Transition: cuts to next scene 

 

 

 LS / MS / CU: medium shot 

 

 
Notes: 

Scene ____ of 6 
Description: Dylan is in a jail cell by himself laughing in a strait 
jacket. 
 

Audio: Dylan Laughing echoing 

 

Dialogue: DYLAN: *Echoing laughter* 

 

Effects: glitching lightbulb turning on and off 

 
Transition: 

 

 
 LS / MS / CU: close slowly getting further away 

 

 
Notes: 



 

 
Notes: 

   


